Abstract: Due to internal symmetries of its ghost sector, the Poincaré generators of the GZ-model are not unique. The model apparently has two linearly independent symmetric and conserved energy momentum tensors. We show that these energymomentum tensors are physically equivalent and differ by unobservable conserved currents only. There is a single physical energy-momentum operator that is invariant under all symmetries of the ghost sector, including BRST. This resolves concerns about Poincaré invariance raised by the explicit x-dependence of the BRST operator.
INTRODUCTION
The GZ-theory is a non-perturbative approach to QCD that self-consistently accounts for infrared effects. The theory is defined by a local and renormalizable continuum action that depends on a dimensionful parameter γ, the Gribov mass. This model was originally proposed [1] to dynamically constrain a gauge theory to the first Gribov region [2] and the gap equation that determines the value of the Gribov parameter γ, has become known as the "horizon condition". In [3] the value of γ was related to the trace anomaly of the energy momentum tensor.
The nilpotent BRST symmetry of the GZ-theory is manifestly broken by, for instance, the non-vanishing expectation value , are compiled in Appendix A. For a review of earlier work, see [4] .
In [3] we reconstructed the physical states of the theory from the physical observables F , In this case BRST-exact physical states form a null-space, and GZ-theory provides a quantization of classical Yang-Mills theory. If this hypothesis holds, the spontaneous breaking of phantom symmetries is segregated from the physical sector.
However, the phantom symmetries of this theory allow the construction of a second linearly independent conserved symmetric tensor. It is composed of conserved Noether currents that correspond to a Poincaré algebra of internal phantom symmetries. Since any linear combination of the two conserved symmetric tensors potentially is an EM-tensor, the definition of energy, momentum and angular momentum in this theory appears ambiguous.
We shall see that this is not the case. Energy, momentum and angular momentum in fact operate uniquely on W phys . Perhaps surprisingly, these generators are not the canonical ones of translations and rotations.
When the horizon condition is fulfilled, all vacua of the model have the same energy and are degenerate. They break BRST and some other phantom symmetries, but are physically equivalent and have vanishing momentum and angular momentum. In view of Eq. (1.1) this may appear to be a preposterous claim. It holds because the canonical generators of unbroken translations, P µ , do not commute with the BRST-charge Q B of this theory. Despite its spontaneously broken BRST-symmetry, the GZ-theory thus is remarkably consistent.
This article is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the GZ-model and fix notation. We discuss the horizon condition and BRST-symmetry of the theory. and other phantom charges of the model; the Poincaré algebra that commutes with all generators of unphysical symmetries is found in Sect. 3 B and related to the canonical one;
Sect. 3 C examines how space-time isometries transform physical states of the theory. The (conserved) energy-momentum tensor is discussed in Sect. 4 . We consider the physical energy momentum tensor of [3] in Sect. 4 A and relate it to the energy momentum tensor of Belinfante in Sect. 4 B. The difference between the two tensors is a symmetric tensor that is conserved up to equations of motion of unphysical fields only. Its expectation value vanishes due to the horizon condition. The energy-momentum and angular momentum Ward identities are derived in Sect. 5, and we show that they reduce to those of Faddeev-Popov theory for physical operators provided that the hypothesis of Eq. (1.4) holds. In Sect. 5 A we derive an alternate, but equivalent form of the Ward identity by a different method and
show that it too reduces to the physical one when the hypothesis holds. Sect. 6 summarizes and discusses our results. The phantom symmetries of this theory are compiled in App. A and the energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante of the GZ-theory is derived in App. B.
THE LOCAL GZ-ACTION AND SPONTANEOUSLY BROKEN BRST
The GZ-model proposed in [1] is defined by the Euclidean continuum action,
where 
a is the diagonal trace of the matrix X. We also introduce a dot product X · Y = ab X a b Y a b that sums over color and, if applicable, flavor. The gauge covariant derivative of the adjoint representation in
The local gauge-fixing part L gf of the GZ-model is given by,
The first two terms of L gf in Eq. (2.2) are familiar from perturbative Faddeev-Popov theory in Landau gauge. The additional terms involve auxiliary fermionic and bosonic ghost fields ϕ, ω,ω,φ. The nilpotent BRST-variation of the fields is given by,
and L gf formally is a BRST-exact extension of the Yang-Mills Lagrangian given by the gauge-fixing fermion Ψ,
The generator of BRST transformations corresponding to Eq. (2.3) is,
(2.5)
The inhomogeneous term proportional to x µ in the BRST-variation ofω 1 Requiring the effective action to be stationary with respect to γ at vanishing quantum fields gives the "horizon condition", 
2
[The theory with γ = 0 can be formally obtained from the theory with γ = 0 by a shift of the bose ghost fields ϕ
(The explicit x-dependence cancels out of the action.) In this way the shifted action inherits all the obvious symmetries of the unshifted action, which are otherwise not so easily found by inspection of the shifted action. (These symmetries are collected in Appendix A.) However, once found, they are true and valid symmetries of the (shifted) action, Eq. (2.2), as one may verify by direct calculation, without introducing the unshifted action or the shift. The symmetries are transformations of fields within a Hilbert space, whereas the shift takes one to an orthogonal space. For this reason, in the present article, the shift and the unshifted fields make no appearance (outside this paragraph).]
On a finite volume with periodic boundary conditions for all fields, the transformation of Eq. (2.3) has to be modified since x µ is not a periodic function. This clarifies the spontaneous breaking of the fermionic BRST-symmetry of this theory and gives a criterion for determining whether the expectation value of a local BRST-exact functional vanishes in the thermodynamic limit [3] . It was proven [3] that sF = 0 for a physical observable F with 1 Another approach considers the same theory from the point of view of a different, explicitly broken, BRST symmetry [6] . The soft breaking of BRST has been extended to include dimension two condensates [7] . 2 To derive local Ward identities it is sufficient [4] that the local generator δ ǫ ≡ ǫ(x)s exists and acts on the Lagrangian density according to δ ǫ L = j BRST,µ ∂ µ ǫ.
local support, if in the continuum limit Remarkably, the criterion of Eq. (2.7) for instance [3] can be used to show that, 
when the horizon condition of Eq. (2.6) is satisfied.
POINCARÉ SYMMETRY
Although the theory has been continued to Euclidean space-time, we ignore the signature of the metric in most of the following and collectively refer to translations and SO(4)-rotations of Euclidean space-time as Poincaré symmetries and the algebra of their generators as a Poincaré algebra.
A. Canonical Poincaré Generators
The canonical generators of translations, P ν , of this model are,
with the densities, 
with
The operators P µ and M µν are symmetries of the action,
and satisfy the commutation relations of a (Euclidean) Poincaré algebra,
Remarkably, the BRST-operator Q B of Eq. (2.5) does not commute with the canonical momentum operators P µ of this theory. We find that,
where Qω ,µ ∈ F is the charge of a phantom symmetry ( see Eq. (A.5) of Appendix A).
Jacobi's identity implies that Eq. (1.1) can be written in the form,
where Eq. (3.7) was used to evaluate the last contribution. That for γ > 0, P µ and Q B commute to a broken phantom symmetry thus already implies that the theory cannot be invariant under both, translations and BRST.
Unbroken invariance of an Euclidean field theory under a continuous symmetry generated by a hermitian bosonic charge Q, is the statement that for any real parameter λ and local functional F of the fields, 
for an unbroken symmetry. In the Euclidean theory Eq. (3.11) is somewhat formal. According to the reconstruction theorem [3, 10] , the action of a functional derivative operator (like the charge) on a state of the theory represented by the functional F , is given by
The vacuum is represented by the unit functional and thus
Q|vac ≡ [Q, 1]|vac = 0 necessarily vanishes. However, the reconstruction theorem presumes that the ground state is unique. In a theory with a spontaneously broken symmetry, the representation of the vacuum state by unity makes sense only for the restricted set of (invariant) physical observables [3] . Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.10) do not require this restriction and allow us to discuss spontaneous symmetry breaking on the full space of all functionals of the theory.
We require the theory to be translationally invariant. The ground state, |vac , of the theory is translationally and rotationally invariant if, 12) in the sense (just discussed) that the expectation value of the commutator of any local functional with the canonical momentum or angular momentum vanishes. For γ > 0, Eq. (3. 8) then implies that this vacuum is BRST variant,
because the expectation value of the commutator of
In the sense of Eq. (3.9), |λ ≡ e −iλQ B |vac = |vac + iλQ B |vac are (formal) states for which λ|F |λ = vac|F |vac for any physical observable F ∈ W phys . We have that the expectation value of any BRST-invariant functional is the same in all these states,
This in particular holds for any BRST-exact functional F = sX and implies that BRST is spontaneously broken in any state |λ . The horizon condition of Eq. (2.6) also is satisfied for all states |λ if it holds in one of them.
However, the formal states |λ do not all have vanishing ghost number Q N and momentum P µ . We have that Q N |λ = −iλQ B |vac = 0 and P µ |λ = iλγ 1/2 Qω ,µ |vac = 0 if |vac has vanishing ghost number and satisfies Eq. (3.12). In particular,
where we again used Jacobi's identity as in Eq. (3.8).
Requiring that ghost number and translational symmetry remain unbroken thus constrains the number of admissible vacua. Even though the parameter λ here is anticommuting, this is somewhat analogous to the spontaneous breaking of a global bosonic symmetry like O(n): O(n)-symmetric functionals have the same expectation value for any degenerate vacuum, but only some of the vacua are invariant under subgroups of O(n) that are not broken.
In the following we assume that the GZ-theory has a (unique) ground state |vac that in addition to Eq. (3.12) also satisfies, 
where . . . A denotes the expectation value for a fixed background connection.
B. Invariant Poincaré Generators
Since the generators of translations P µ do not commute with Q B and other phantom symmetries, it is not immediatly apparent that W phys is closed under space-time isometries.
We here show that it is. We also show this for rotations.
In [3] we considered a Poincaré algebra of operators that commute with the BRST charge Q B of Eq. (2.5). The momenta P µ of this invariant Poincaré algebra are, 
The generators of internal SO (4) The invariant generators satisfy a Poincaré algebra of their own, 20) and are symmetries of the action S of Eq. (2.1) as well,
More importantly, unlike the algebra of canonical generators of translations and Euclidean rotations, P µ and M µν , the invariant Poincaré generators commute with all the charges of phantom symmetries compiled in Appendix A, including the BRST charge Q B ,
Note that Eq. (3.20) and Eq. (3.22) imply that the phantom charges,
commute with the invariant generators, P µ and M µν , and form a closed internal Poincaré algebra,
An indication that these phantom momenta and angular momenta may be unobservable is under the invariant Poincaré symmetry generated by P ν and M µν , 
THE ENERGY MOMENTUM TENSOR
It is instructive to investigate the conserved currents associated with space-time symmetries of this model. From the foregoing we expect to find two linearly independent conserved, symmetric and local energy momentum tensors: the Belinfante tensor, T µν (x), that couples to a gravitational background and a physical observable, T µν (x), that is invariant under all phantom symmetries.
A. The physical energy-momentum tensor T µν
The physical symmetric energy momentum tensor of the theory was derived in [3] . As in Faddeev-Popov theory it takes the form,
where T YM µν is the (phantom-invariant) energy-momentum tensor of classical Yang-Mills theory,
The additional BRST-exact contribution to T µν of the GZ-theory is [3],
In 
It is remarkable but physically plausible, that the BRST-exact contribution to the energymomentum density of the vacuum vanishes only when the horizon condition is satisfied and the effective action is stationary. In [3] this result was used to relate the trace anomaly of the GZ-theory at the one-loop level to the trace anomaly of Yang-Mills theory. The latter implies γ > 0 and the associated spontaneous breaking of phantom symmetries.
sΞ µν ∈ W phys and sΨ ∈ W phys , are two examples of BRST-exact observables whose expectation value was explicitly shown to vanish [3] . If the hypothesis that the expectation value of any physical BRST-exact observable in W phys vanishes holds true, one recovers the same space of physical observables in GZ-theory as in perturbative Faddeev-Popov theory.
GZ-theory then is a particular quantization of YM-theory.
However, since the vacuum state as well as the EM-tensor of this theory are not unique, we need to show that the vacuum of GZ-theory has a well-defined energy-momentum density.
Not so surprisingly anymore, this holds only when the horizon condition is satisfied. 
where ∆ µν (x) is itself a symmetric and conserved current,
The contributions H µνκ arise because the auxiliary ghosts of the model canonically transform as vectors under Euclidean rotations. This difference of Eq. gives the response to a change in the (classical) gravitational background.
The vacuum energy-momentum density in fact is well defined, since
when Eq. (2.8) is satisfied. When the horizon condition holds, we thus have that,
(4.11)
WARD IDENTITIES FOR T µν AND M λµν
The symmetric physical energy-momentum tensor T µν , given by Eqs. . After a rearrangement of terms one obtains the identity
where g ν (x) is the differential operator
The first two terms of g ν (x) may be rewritten,
Note that for γ = 0, the terms of Eq. (5.2) (except for the total divergence ∂ µ A ν δS δAµ ) all generate a space-time translation of the fields.
To arrive at a Ward identity, insert the classical relation of Eq. (5.1) into a matrix element,
where O is a generic functional of the fields. Functional integration by parts then results in the Ward identity,
Due to the symmetry of the energy-momentum tensor, T µν = T νµ , the angular momentum current,
By the same reasoning as before, this gives the corresponding Ward identity
To obtain an identity among physical quantities only, consider Eq. 
Note that Eq. (5.10) uses that Ξ µν anti-commutes with the phantom symmetry Qω ,µ and that sΞ µν ∈ W phys is an invariant operator. In this case one has,
The first line of Eq. (5.11) expresses ∂ µ sΞ µν in terms of functional derivative operators.
The second is Jacobi's identity and Eq. (3.7) then gives the third line. The final result in Eq. (5.11) uses that Ξ µν , given by Eq. (4.3), anti-commutes with the phantom charge Qω ,µ .
Since W phys is closed under translations and sΞ µν ∈ W phys , we have that
According to the hypothesis of Eq. (1.4), the expectation value of the BRST-exact physical observable in Eq. (5.10) vanishes (just as in perturbative Faddeev-Popov theory). We conclude that gauge invariant physical operators I(A) = I( g A) satisfy the Ward identity,
that involves gauge-invariant observables only. Let us now use an entirely different approach to derive the same physical Ward identity.
A
. An alternate direct point of view
A simple calculation of the divergence of the gauge-invariant Yang-Mills part of the energy-momentum tensor of Eq. (4.2) yields,
Decomposing the total action of Eq. (2.1) in S = S YM + S gf one may rewrite Eq. (5.13) as,
Because S gf is BRST-exact and because Q B commutes with F µν · δ δAµ , the second term of Eq. (5.14) is a BRST-exact expression,
where
We here used that sF µν = −c × F µν . This gives,
Inserting this identity into a matrix element with the generic functional O and performing the partial functional integration,
one obtains an alternate form of the Ward identity 4 , these symmetries are uniquely generated on W phys .
The Hilbert space of the theory is reconstructed from the physical observables of W phys .
With a non-vanishing Gribov parameter γ = 0, the ground state of the theory breaks the BRST-symmetry spontaneously but remains translationally and rotationally invariant. We speculate that the non-perturbative quantization of a non-abelian gauge theory maintains translational invariance and BRST symmetry in the physical sector only. A non-trivial commutation relation between the BRST-charge and the momentum, like Eq. (3.7) in the GZ-theory, implies that the ground state either is not translationally invariant or breaks BRST (see Eq. (3.8)). The GZ-quantization breaks BRST symmetry spontaneously but maintains translational and rotational invariance. Lattice regularization apparently explores the complimentary scenario of strictly maintaining gauge symmetry at the expense of manifest Poincaré symmetry. On the lattice there is no global BRST-symmetry that respects lattice symmetries [11] as well as the compactness of the structure group [12, 13] . Constraining configurations of a lattice gauge theory to the fundamental modular region by, for instance, selecting a maximal tree of specified link variables, even breaks the discrete translation and hypercubic symmetries. This is also true for any gauge of non-vanishing degree [14] . Gauge-invariant correlators of course do not depend on the selected maximal tree and the explicitly broken Poincaré symmetry of the lattice gauge theory presumably is For convenience we here collect and give a short review over the complete set of phantom symmetries of the GZ-theory found in [3, 8] .
The most important of the phantom symmetries is BRST. It is a nilpotent symmetry generated by the fermionic charge Q B given in Eq. (2.5). All physical observables are expected to be BRST-invariant. Although it governs the structure and renormalizability of a gauge theory, the BRST symmetry is fundamentally unobservable and thus the most prominent phantom (symmetry).
Nilpotency means that the BRST charge anticommutes with itself,
as can be verified using Eq. 
Color-singlet phantom symmetries
Generators of color-singlet phantom symmetries commute with all color charges Q a C of Eq. (A.12). The most prominent and important of these is the BRST-generator Q B given in Eq. (2.5). The ghost number extended to include auxiliary ghosts is another, To compensate, the model exhibits a few color-singlet phantom symmetries without analog in Faddeev-Popov theory. All additional phantom symmetries of the GZ-theory are BRST doublets as well.
The invariance of Eq. (2.2) with respect to the variation δφ a µb =ǭ µ δ a b with ∂ νǭµ = 0 is one of them. This shift by a constant color-singlet vector is generated by,
The commutator of Qφ ,µ with the BRST charge Q B of Eq. (2.5) gives an associated phantom symmetry generated by, . This color singlet phantom symmetry is generated by the charge,
with the density,
The BRST-variation of Q ω,µ is,
with the density, 
The BRST-variation of Q N,µν in Eq. (A.9) gives the generators of an internal O(4) symmetry of the auxiliary ghost, 
These are thee generators of an unbroken (diagonal) SU(N)-symmetry.
Faddeev-Popov theory in Landau gauge and GZ-theory share the remarkable property [16] , that the color charge Q C is BRST-exact. With the BRST-charge of Eq. (2.5) we have that [8] ,
The nilpotent BRST-operator Q B thus commutes with the generators Q 
The GZ-theory in addition possesses a set of phantom symmetries in the adjoint that mix auxiliary vector ghosts with FP-ghosts. Inspection of L gf in Eq. (2.2) reveals the invariance,
This phantom symmetry is generated by the charges,
of vanishing ghost number. We believe that together with the ghost number these are the only unbroken phantom symmetries. Commuting with the BRST-generator Q B reveals another set of phantom generators in the adjoint representation, .17) which are readily verified to commute with the GZ-action of Eq. (2.1).
Another doublet of adjoint phantom symmetries is found by (anti-)commuting these generators with color singlet phantoms. This closes the subalgebra with the additional commutation relations, 18) and the adjoint phantom charges,
It is worth noting in this context that Q 
The corresponding Goldstone zero-modes do not couple to physical observables and are often ignored (see, however, [14, 17] ). That Qω ,ν is the charge of a broken symmetry due to Eq. (A.11), in this sense is not extraordinary.
For SU(N > 2) there are four more adjoint multiplets of BRST-doublets, (
due to an SU(N) "flavor" symmetry of the GZ-theory we discuss below.
Additional phantom symmetries
At γ = 0 the GZ-theory is invariant under an internal O(d(N 2 + 1)) symmetry [3] of the auxiliary fields that acts on pairs (µa) of "vector-flavor" indices and transforms fermionic into bosonic ghosts and vice versa. For γ > 0 these symmetries are generated by,
(A.21)
The BRST-variation of these charges is,
An additional BRST-doublet is revealed by translating x µ → x µ + a µ in Eq. (A.21) and
Eq. (A.22) by an arbitrary constant vector,
Note that these charges are needed to close the algebra. 
The structure constants f abc and d abc , project on the additional phantom charges in the adjoint representation mentioned at the end of Sec. A 2,
For an SU(3) gauge theory one further can project (Q E , Q F ) and (Q U , Q V ) onto two 10 and one 27 multiplets. We here refrain from doing so because these higher irreducible representations of phantom symmetries depend on the gauge group and we have no explicit use for them.
contrary to Q B of Eq. (2.5), has the advantage of not depending explicitly on coordinates.
In terms of this operator, the gauge-fixing part of the GZ-action of Eq. (2.2) in general coordinates may be written, 
with a Christoffel symbol,
We merely use Q 0 to facilitate the calculation of the canonical EM-tensor. In this article we are not otherwise concerned with this operator which is softly but explicitly broken [6, 7, 18] , but only with exact symmetries of the action. 8 Following convention [19] , covariant derivatives in this Appendix are denoted by a semicolon and partial derivatives by a comma, that is
Let us first obtain the contribution s 0 Ξ µν to the energy-momentum tensor arising from the term s 0 Ψ 0 in L gf of Eq. (B.2). We wish to compute Ψ 0 for,
to leading order 9 in the deviation ǫ µν from the metric η µν . To this order we have, 
With these expressions and those of Eq. (B.7), the terms proportional to ǫ µν of Ψ 0 are,
where, ,ρ Here we made use of the equations of motion of ω,φ,c and the Nakanishi Lautrup field b, 19) as well as those of ϕ andω written in the form, is the conserved Noether current corresponding to the phantom symmetry generated by P µ ≡ Qφ ,µ − Q ϕ,µ . Since ∆ µν is a symmetric conserved tensor, the currents x µ ∆ ρν − x ν ∆ ρµ are also conserved and correspond to the Noether currents of the symmetries generated by the phantom charges M µν ≡ Q M,µν of Eq. (A.10). [2] V.N. Gribov, Quantization of non-Abelian Gauge Theories, Nucl. Phys. B139, 1 (1978).
[3] D. Zwanziger, M. Schaden, BRST cohomology and physical space of the GZ model, arXiv:1412.4823.
